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Abstract

Histidine rich, unstructured peptides adsorb to charged interfaces such as mineral surfaces and microbial cell membranes. At a molecular level, we investigate the adsorption mechanism as a function of pH, salt, and multivalent ions showing that (1) proton charge fluctuations are – in contrast to the majority of proteins – optimal at neutral pH, promoting electrostatic interactions with anionic surfaces through charge regulation, and (2) specific zinc(II)-histidine binding competes with protons and ensures an unusually constant charge distribution over a broad pH interval. In turn this further enhances surface adsorption. Our analysis is based on atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, coarse grained Metropolis Monte Carlo, and classical polymer density functional theory. This multi-scale modelling provides a consistent picture in good agreement with experimental data on Histatin 5, an antimicrobial salivary peptide. Biological function is discussed and we suggest that charge regulation is a significant driving force for the remarkably robust activity of histidine rich antimicrobial peptides.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed
Introduction

Nature has produced a number of bio-molecules rich in histidines (HIS). These include globular proteins such as hisactophilin and histidine-rich glycoprotein, but also intrinsically disordered peptides (IDPs) such as the histatins. The latter are characterized by lack of stable tertiary structure when the protein exists as an isolated polypeptide under in vitro physiological conditions. It has recently been shown that approximately 30% of all proteins in eukaryotic organisms belong to this group and that IDPs are involved in a large number of central biological processes and diseases.\(^1\) This discovery challenges the traditional protein structure paradigm, which states that a specific well-defined structure is required for correct function. Biochemical evidence has since shown that IDPs are functional, and that lack of folded structure is in fact related to function.\(^2,3\)

Histatins are saliva peptides with multifunctionality. They protect the oral environment against microbial attack, but are also involved in the formation of protective films on solids which is important for the maintenance of oral health and surface integrity. The formation of the acquired tooth enamel pellicle involves the selective adsorption of salivary macromolecules onto the enamel surface. This conditioning film acts as a selective permeability barrier between the tooth surface and the oral environment and regulates the defence against enamel demineralization. It is hence crucial to understand how lack of structure relates to function when adsorbed to exposed biological interfaces. While we in this paper focus on the antimicrobial activity of Histatin5 (His5), we emphasize that our arguments can be generally applied to biomolecular surface adsorption.

His5 consists of 24 amino acids and is the most active member of the histatins against pathogenic yeast *Candida Albicans*.\(^4\) Its antimicrobial activity and possible killing mechanisms are therefore subject to much scientific attention.\(^5-9\) Contrary to many antimicrobial peptides, His5 penetrates the cell membrane without causing membrane rupture which is attributed to its histidine richness.\(^10,11\) Further, histidines (HIS) form complexes with zinc ions\(^12,13\) which promote adsorption to bilayer vesicles\(^6\) as well as its killing activity.\(^9\) It has also been shown that the 16 C-terminal amino acids with a 60% of HIS content, are the active segment of His5,\(^14\) supporting the importance of HIS in the activity.
Accepting that both microbial cell membranes and tooth enamel represent negatively charged interfaces we here investigate the role of histidine on the anionic surface adsorption of a flexible peptide, exemplified by His5. Our theoretical analysis is based on three levels of detail entailing (i) atomistic bulk simulations, (ii) a flexible amino acid bead model with Debye-Hückel electrostatics, and (iii) classical polymer density functional theory. Common for all models is that pH is kept constant meaning that the peptide protonation state can fluctuate and respond to the local chemical environment. This gives rise to charge regulations mechanisms\textsuperscript{15–17} that may contribute to intermolecular interactions in biomolecular systems – for a recent review, see reference.\textsuperscript{18} As will be shown, charge regulation becomes important for histidine-rich biomolecules close to neutral pH. We further investigate how binding metal ions such as zinc influence the adsorption free energy to charged surfaces using an empirical ion-binding potential.

The paper is organized as follows: First we present the three theoretical models and proceed to study bulk electrostatic and structural properties of His5. We then study the adsorption mechanism and free energy as a function of pH and salt concentration. Finally, we discuss the effect of multivalent ions, including specific metal binding and possible implications for biological activity.

**Protein Models and Methods**

We have used three models with different levels of detail (Figure 1), one atomistic and two coarse grained (CG), with a common feature of fluctuating charges on basic and acidic residues. That is, the chemical potential of protons is kept constant during the simulation, contrasting most simulation work where partial charges are fixed. Atomistic level Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations is used to investigate bulk properties of His5 and to verify that the CG models capture the essential physical features. Monte Carlo simulations and an amino acid bead model are used to investigate both bulk properties and surface affinities. Since atomistic MD requires substantial computational resources we have used this method only to scan a limited parameter range while fine scanning has been done using a much faster CG model. Finally we have tested hard-sphere amino acid bead
model using classical polymer density functional theory (DFT) which are well suited for further adsorption studies in concentrated solutions.

**Coarse grained Monte Carlo simulations**

**Model**

Histatin 5 is modeled as a flexible chain where each residue is coarse grained into a sphere and connected with harmonic bonds\(^\text{19}\) – see Figure 1. The amino acid radii are determined from their molecular weight by assuming a common density of 0.9 g/ml. During the simulations, the charges of basic and acidic amino acids as well as C and N terminals are allowed to fluctuate according to pH, when \(\xi_{\text{reg}} = 1\) in Eq. 1. An average bulk charge is assigned to each site when \(\xi_{\text{reg}} = 0\). Water and monovalent ions are treated implicitly while divalent ions are explicitly represented by spheres with a 2 Å radius.\(^\text{20}\)

In addition to proton binding we also mimic specific zinc coordination to deprotonated HIS using a short range (SR) square-well attraction, adjusted to \(1.2 \times 10^5 \text{ M}^{-1}\), the experimental binding constant of zinc to isolated imidazole groups\(^\text{13}\) – see Table I and Eq. 1. The attraction range of 2.4 Å is the average distance between Zn\(^{2+}\) and HIS in three different zinc binding proteins (PDBs 2XQV, 2XY4, 2WB0, 2IIM).
The system energy for a given configuration is

\[
U_{tot} = \underbrace{\sum_{i>j}^n \left( 4\varepsilon \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^6 \right)}_{\text{Lennard-Jones (LJ)}} + \underbrace{\frac{1}{4\pi\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_r} \sum_{i>j}^n q_i q_j e^{-\kappa r_{ij}}}_{\text{Debye-Hückel}} + \underbrace{\xi_{reg} k_B T \sum_1^p (pK_a - pH) \ln(10)}_{\text{Intrinsic titration energy}} + \underbrace{\xi_{surf} \sum_i^n q_i \Phi_0 e^{-\kappa d_i}}_{\text{Gouy-Chapman (G-C)}} + \underbrace{\frac{1}{2} \sum_i^n k_h (R_i - R_e)^2}_{\text{Harmonic Bond}} + \underbrace{\sum_1^b \varepsilon_{Zn} (d_{Zn-H} < 2.4)}_{\text{short range attraction (SR)}}
\] (1)

where all the parameters are given in Table I.

**Method**

A single peptide is simulated using the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm in the canonical ensemble \( (NVT) \) at 298 K in a volume of 300x300x300 Å\(^3\) and 300x300x150 Å\(^3\) for bulk and surface adsorption studies, respectively. In bulk studies \( (\xi_{surf} = 0) \), periodic boundaries are applied in all directions whereas in adsorption simulations \( (\xi_{surf} = 1) \), a uniform surface charge density is assigned to the +xy wall and hard boundaries are applied in the z direction. Chain conformations are sampled using crankshaft, pivot, branch rotations, reptation and single monomer MC moves together with whole chain rotation and translation. All MC simulations are performed using the Faunus framework.\(^{21}\)
Atomistic constant-pH MD simulations

Model

A modified version of the GROMOS 54A7 force field\textsuperscript{22} is used for the atomistic description of His5. All simulations are started with a linear structure of His5, built using MacPyMOL.\textsuperscript{23} The charges of 20 sites, including N and C terminals, are updated during the simulations – see next section.

Method

All constant-pH MD simulations are performed using the stochastic titration method\textsuperscript{24–31} which relies on three steps. First, the protonation states of residues are determined using Poisson-Boltzmann/Monte Carlo (PB/MC) calculations. Second, the solvent is relaxed around the frozen peptide using a short MD simulation. The third step is an MD simulation of the unrestraint system. All simulations are performed in the isobaric-isothermal ensemble (\textit{NPT}), at 300 K and 1 bar with the GROMACS 4.0.7 distribution.\textsuperscript{32–35} PB and MC calculations are performed with MEAD\textsuperscript{36} and PETIT\textsuperscript{37,38} softwares, respectively. The simulations are run for 20 ns in triplicate and the last 15 ns of each replica is used for the analysis. To confirm the convergence of the structural properties, two independent replica-exchange MD (REMD) simulations in temperature are performed with 64 replicas, each in a salt free solution at pH 7 – see supporting information.

Density functional theory

Classical polymer density theory (DFT) was originally developed by Woodward,\textsuperscript{39} and has seen subsequent developments and extensions. We shall refrain from a complete description here, and instead refer to a recent work,\textsuperscript{20} where a rather general exposition is provided. In this work, we have used a version of the implicit solvent approach, denoted “model II” in ref.\textsuperscript{40} However, we will here also (approximately) account for differences in size between monomers (coarse-grained amino acids) and solvent particles (water). Given the minor role of dispersion (Lennard-Jones)
interactions in our system, these are neglected in the DFT approach. Tests have confirmed that the Lennard-Jones interactions have a negligible influence on the results. Moreover, the CG amino acid monomers have a common (hard-sphere) diameter of $d_m = 6.2$ Å, which is the average value in the soft sphere CG model. The neighboring monomers are connected by stiff bonds with a fixed length of 5 Å. The solvent particles enter explicitly via a net incompressibility constraint (see ref\textsuperscript{40}): $n_t = n_m \gamma d_m^3 + n_s d_s^3$ where $n_m$ and $n_s$ are solvent and monomer densities, and we have simply set $n_t = 1$ corresponding to simple cubic close packing. The parameter $\gamma$ accounts for the reduction in excluded volume brought about by bonding (connected spheres exclude less volume than free ones). According to Hall et al.\textsuperscript{41} this factor can be estimated to about 0.63, for a pearl-necklace chain. Woodward, on the other hand, found an empirical value of 0.83. In our case, with fused hard-sphere chains, this would be reduced somewhat. Given that we work with a rather crude model anyway, with excluded volume interactions playing a minor role, we chose to simply set $\gamma = 0.65$, which might be a reasonable compromise of all these considerations. We have made tests to ensure that our findings and conclusions are insensitive to the specific value of $\gamma$.

Note that the polymer DFT is exact for the case of non-interacting monomers. In order to treat titrations properly, the two different states of the monomers (charged/uncharged) must be properly accounted for, according to the prescription described in ref.\textsuperscript{40}

**Analysis**

We have analyzed statistical mechanical averages of the residual charges $\langle z_i \rangle$, the net charge of His5, $Z = \Sigma_i \langle z_i \rangle$, the end-to-end distance $R_{e2e}^2 = \langle r_{1, last}^2 \rangle$, radius of gyration, $R_g^2 = \frac{\Sigma m_i \langle r_{i, cm}^2 \rangle}{\Sigma m_i}$ where $r_{i, cm}$ is the distance between residue $i$ and the mass center of His5 as a function of the center of mass distance from the surface. The charge capacitance is analyzed using the fluctuations of the net charge, $C = \langle Z^2 \rangle - \langle Z \rangle^2 = -\frac{\partial^2 k_B T}{\partial e \Phi}$ where $\Phi$ is the external electric potential from the surface. Probability density functions with respect to distance from the surface are sampled using the histogram method and normalized such that the integral yields the average monomer concentration times the $z$-box length $(26 \times 150)/(300 \times 300 \times 150)$, number/Å$^2$).
The analyses of the MD simulations have been done using GROMACS 4.0.7 software package\textsuperscript{32–35} and in-house tools. The calculations of correlation-corrected errors for averages over a single simulation replicate have been computed using standard methods.\textsuperscript{42} The final errors of the averages over replicates have been computed using the law of total variance.

**Results and Discussion**

**Bulk properties**

The bulk properties of His5 in dilute solutions have been investigated as a function of monovalent salt concentration and pH. To mimic biological conditions, ionic strengths of 80 and 150 mM were chosen while, for completeness, we also include the salt free case.

**Electrostatic Properties**

As shown in Figure 2 (left), the isoelectric point (pI) of His5 is predicted to 10.5 by both MC and MD simulations, coinciding with previous theoretical studies.\textsuperscript{11,43} Calculated net charges using both models are in a good agreement over the whole pH range. At extreme acidic and basic conditions, the net charge reaches +15e and -5e, respectively and contrary to most proteins and peptides, His5 is cationic over a wide pH range. At intermediate and high ionic strengths, the reduced electrostatic repulsion due to salt screening enables protonation of nearby basic residues and allows for a higher net charge.

Charge fluctuations result in a high charge capacitance (see Eq. 1) and hence, a high charge regulation ability. That is, the molecular charge may readily respond to an external electric field by taking up or releasing protons. As shown in Figure 2, the capacitance of His5 has four maxima and three minima. In this study, we focus on the biological pH range. At salt free conditions, the peak and the minimum are located at pH 5 and 7, respectively, meaning that the charge distribution can be easily perturbed at pH 5 but not at pH 7. Although the capacitance extrema predicted by MD are at slightly lower pH, both models agree on the shift of these extrema to higher pH with
increasing ionic strength and on the capacitance minimum around pH 8.

To determine which residues contribute to the capacitance peak, we investigate the residual stoichiometric acid dissociation constant ($pK_a^*$) obtained from the titration curve of each residue. At pH=$pK_a^*$, a residue has high charge fluctuations due to equally probable protonation states, leading to a capacitance peak. Table II shows that the peak around pH 6 originates from HIS residues with $pK_a^*$ ranging from 5.4 to 6.2. At pH 8, only the N-terminal contributes slightly to the capacitance, thus leading to a minimum.

**Structural Properties**

Although atomistic and coarse grained models agree well on the electrostatic properties, they differ slightly on the structure predictions. As seen in Figure 2, the atomistic model favors more compact conformations than the CG model, resulting in a smaller gyration radius, $R_g$. This can be due to smaller excluded atom volumes combined with hydrogen bonds. In the CG flexible chain models, the high entropic cost of compact conformations combined with lack of hydrogen bonds favors random coil conformations, and thus larger $R_g$. Experimental studies$^{11,14,44}$ have shown that besides $\beta$-turns, His5 lacks secondary structure in aqueous solution, thus supporting the CG models. Nevertheless, the true $R_g$ is probably in between and both models still predict the same relative changes in $R_g$ induced by salt and pH – see Figure 2.

**Interaction with negative surfaces**

**Effect of charge regulation**

While most proteins have capacitance peaks around pH 4,$^{45}$ we here show that the capacitance peak of His5 is at pH 6 coinciding with normal saliva. This implies that HIS provides a significant ability to adjust the net charge in the vicinity of a negative microbial membrane. Figure 3 shows that His5 becomes more positively charged while approaching a negative surface at pH 6. Since this cationic gain depends on the number of residues with $pK_a^*$ = pH, the abundance of HIS provides
an additional charging capacity up to $3e$ and enhances the affinity to the surface (see Figure 3, bottom). In contrast, the lack of residues with $pK_a^* \approx 8$ results in a slight net charge increase and the surface affinity is thus unaffected.

Note that the charge regulation may also lead to neutralization of the peptide. His5 penetrates cells without deforming the membrane integrity\textsuperscript{7,10,46} and bearing charges while passing the apolar membrane interior may be costly. With its high capacitance, HIS, may lower this free energy cost by adapting the deprotonated state, thus avoiding pore formation on the membrane.

**Effect of pH**

The high positive charge at pH 6 combined with charge regulation results in a strong adsorption to the negative surface – see Figure 3. Due to the release of protons, this adsorption is reduced at alkaline conditions but at low ionic strengths, the surface adsorption is still significant. In contrast, the interaction free energy at low pH reaches $8.5 k_B T$ with a free energy minimum closer to the surface hinting at irreversible adsorption with a more compact adsorbed layer.

**Effect of monovalent salt**

As seen in Figure 3, the surface affinity of His5 decreases with increasing monovalent salt concentration due to the screening of electrostatic attraction. Although salt is also reducing the repulsion within the peptide, thus allowing higher net charges, this effect is insufficient to compensate for the screened surface attraction. Our model predicts a clear correlation between ionic strength and surface affinity and is thus consistent with experiments showing that the biological activity of His5 diminishes with increasing ionic strength.\textsuperscript{11,47}

**Adsorption Mechanism**

To determine the adsorption mechanism we have investigated the gyration radius, $R_g$, and the distribution of individual residues while His5 approaches the surface. As seen in Figure 4, the electric field from the surface induces conformational changes on His5 when the separation is
smaller than 40 Å. The $z$-component of $R_g$ first increases indicating a chain elongation towards the surface, followed by a contraction due to $xy$-stretching of the adsorbed chain on the surface. The elongation is reflected as a depletion of some residues from the bulk – see Figure 4. These residues, containing two positive ARG-LYS patches, drive the peptide to the surface and mediate the adsorption by providing two grafting regions. The primary ARG-LYS patch consists of the $11^{th}$ to $13^{th}$ residues and provides the strongest attachment.

Conformational entropy drives the N (NTR) and C (CTR) terminal domains further from the surface. However, the energetic gain of positioning the NTR and the nearby secondary ARG-LYS patch close to the surface, partly compensates for this entropy and the NTR consequently adsorbs stronger than the CTR.

Many antimicrobial salivary peptides, including histatins, are expressed by multiple gene families. Diversities in these families cause polymorphism which may influence the microbial activity. For instance, a rare variant of proline-rich glycoprotein does not bind to bacteria. We have tested the sensitivity of the primary grafting patch to a point mutation by replacing the $12^{th}$ ARG with a negative TYR. This mutation eliminates the grafting to the surface (Figure 6) resulting in a 40% reduction in the overall surface affinity – see Figure 5. In addition, mutating the positive primary ARG-LYS patch to a neutral GLY completely prevents adsorption of this region and supports the possible suppression of interactions with microbial membranes due to protein polymorphism.

Due to HIS attraction, the adsorption of CTR persists even when the primary patch is completely desorbed (Figure 6), indicating the prominent role played by histidines. An experimental study of His5 fragments showed that the HIS residues in the CTR domain and the primary ARG-LYS patch are the active parts. This supports our predictions and the importance of electrostatics for antimicrobial activity.

**Effect of pH**

As seen in the residue concentration profiles (Figure 7), increasing pH from 6 to 7, dramatically reduces the surface affinity of HIS and results in a weaker adsorption of both ARG-LYS patches
and the CTR. This is more pronounced at pH 8 where the CTR completely desorbs from the surface due to lack of charge regulation combined with released protons. Although the ARG-LYS patches are still positive at this pH, their affinity to the surface is insufficient to compensate conformational entropy loss of the terminals, thus leading to desorption of both terminals and the secondary ARG-LYS patch. This gradual desorption can be seen in Figure 8 where we have plotted the most probable residue positions relative to the surface.

Previous reports show that the activity of His5 is independent of pH.\textsuperscript{47,51} However, in these studies, the pH dependence was investigated at low ionic strength (\(\sim 10\) mM) where arginine and lysine dominate the surface attraction. We here show that even at 80 mM ionic strength – see Figure 3, His5 has appreciable affinity to the surface, independent of the studied acidic conditions. This suggests that His5 is active against microbes once its surface affinity is above a critical value. Further, our results indicate that the surface affinity of His5 is sensitive to pH changes in environments where the ionic strength is relatively high (such as saliva). As will be shown, this statement is valid only for zinc-free conditions.

Note that the surface is modeled independently of solution conditions with a constant surface charge density. In reality, the phosphate groups of microbial membranes may change their protonation state according to pH. Our model may therefore slightly underestimate the surface affinity with increasing pH.

**Effect of monovalent salt**

The residue concentration profiles in Figure 7 show that adsorption of all residues is reduced with increasing salt concentration. The most pronounced salt screening effect is observed on the adsorption of the CTR domain at pH 7 and 8 where charge regulation effects are of little importance – see Figure 8. In contrast, at pH 6, the cooperation between positive patches and the charge regulation of HIS partly compensates salt screening and provides sufficient attraction to preserve the peptide conformation at the surface. These adsorption features are also captured by DFT as shown in the supporting information.
**Effect of charge regulation**

To estimate the importance of charge regulation, we have investigated the residue profiles with and without charge regulation. The latter is performed by assigning bulk charge to each residue corresponding to a certain pH. As seen in Figure 9, all profiles except for HIS are mostly unaffected by charge regulation. The surface affinity of HIS without additional regulated charges is insufficient to compensate for the conformational entropy loss, resulting in weaker adsorption of CTR as well as the secondary ARG-LYS patch – see also Figure 7. This emphasizes the importance of charge regulation on the CTR adsorption, the active part of His5, and potentially on biological activity. In the present example the charge regulation mechanism is important within a nanometer from the surface while direct electrostatic attraction with arginine and lysine are of longer range (first order vs. second order multipole electrostatics\(^1\)). Thus LYS and ARG cause a long range attraction while charge regulation of HIS enhances the adsorption at short separations and at low pH. This is consistent with recent experimental work mapping the roles played by LYS and ARG.\(^52\)

**Effect of divalent ions**

**Non-binding ions**

In addition to monovalent ions, biological environments contain divalent metal ions such as magnesium, zinc, and calcium.\(^48\) Taking saliva as an example, Ca\(^{2+}\) is the most abundant divalent ion\(^48\) and its concentration depends on the oral health state.\(^53,54\) Since high levels of divalent ions may lead to ion correlations,\(^55\) we investigated how Ca\(^{2+}\) affects the surface affinity of His5. Note that calcium does not bind specifically to His5 and will here be representative of any generic divalent ion. Simulations are performed at 6.15 mM of Ca\(^{2+}\) corresponding to an elevated saliva level\(^48\) with explicit divalent and implicit monovalent ions. This hybrid model has previously been shown to correctly reproduce electrostatics in strongly coupled systems.\(^20\) For comparison with the monovalent salt studies in previous sections, the total ionic strength is kept constant at 80 mM. As seen in Figure 10, the adsorption and charge regulation of His5 are unaffected by Ca\(^{2+}\) ions.
at 80 mM ionic strength indicating that calcium induces no or only weak correlation effects and behaves chiefly as an ionic screening agent like monovalent ions.

**Binding ions**

Contrary to calcium, zinc(II) selectively coordinates to the imidazole group of HIS\textsuperscript{12,13} with one Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ion chelating up to four HIS.\textsuperscript{56} It has been shown that this binding promotes the activity of His5 by facilitating the adsorption to microbial membranes and inducing fusion.\textsuperscript{6,9} To mimic zinc binding, we have investigated the surface affinity of His5 in the presence of explicit zinc ions with a specific short range attraction to HIS as detailed in the model section. Simulations are performed with two Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions corresponding to 0.25 mM to allow all possible zinc coordinations. Although this concentration is higher than salivary levels (\textmu M),\textsuperscript{57} it is still relevant to biological applications including usage of dental products with zinc salts which may bring the oral zinc level up to 0.5 mM.\textsuperscript{58} As seen in Figure 10, the surface affinity of His5 is enhanced by zinc at pH \textgreater 6 where protons are unable to compete for zinc binding sites. In contrast, at pH 6 or lower, this competition is won by protons, rendering the charge distribution oblivious to the presence of zinc. Our results are in line with experimental studies showing that His5 forms strong metal-peptide complexes at neutral and basic conditions.\textsuperscript{59} Finally, Figure 10 shows a reduction in gyration radius upon adsorption, suggests that zinc complexation induces compact conformations, which are also observed experimentally,\textsuperscript{59} via bridging HIS – see snapshots in Figure 11. Interestingly, zinc complexation leads to a strong adsorption independent of pH by providing more grafting points on the surface and restoring positive charges lost from proton release.

**Conclusion**

Focusing on electrostatics, we have investigated bulk properties of an unstructured histidine rich peptide, histatin 5, as well as its adsorption to a uniformly charged surface to determine the role of histidines. In bulk solution, coarse grained and atomistic models have been explored using Monte
Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations. All models quantitatively agree on bulk electrostatics indicating that a sufficient level of detail is included in the CG models. Qualitative agreement is obtained on structural properties by predicting the same pH and salt dependence, suggesting that the effect of pH and salt can be captured without full atomic detail.

We show that histatin 5 has an uncommonly high charge capacitance at pH 6 due to a high histidine content. Matching capacitance peak conditions activates a charge regulation mechanism and turns histidines into positive charge providers under an external electric field. This mechanism can be generalized to any titratable sites of any proteins, regardless of size and structure, with matching $pK_a$ and pH. While charge regulation promotes adsorption at pH 6, increasing pH causes proton release and consequently desorption of His5. However, at pH > 6, deprotonated histidines act as zinc chelators that restore the positive charges lost from proton release. In effect, the pH sensitivity is eliminated and zinc thus ensures a robust, pH independent surface affinity. Finally, charge regulation may neutralize the peptide, thereby preventing unfavorable desolvation interactions while passing bilayers. This mechanism may highlight why His5 can penetrate microbial cells without rupturing their membranes.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Models in decreasing order of detail, left to right: Atomistic (MD), soft sphere amino acid bead model (MC), and hard sphere amino acid model (DFT).

Figure 2. Electrostatic and structural properties of His5 as a function of pH and 1:1 salt concentration calculated using MC (lines) and MD (symbols) simulations. The interval fenced by the dashed lines shows saliva conditions.

Figure 3. Net charge and interaction free energy of His5 as a function of distance from a surface with a charge density $\rho = -300 \, \text{Å}^2/e$ with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) charge regulation at pH 6 and pH 8 where the capacitance is maximized and minimized, respectively.

Figure 4. Residual concentration profile in mM as a function of the distance from the surface at pH 6 and 80 mM 1:1 salt. Inset: Radius of gyration and its components with (solid) and without (dashed) charge regulation. Circles indicate the most probable location of each residue relative to the surface and average bulk charges are shown in parentheses.

Figure 5. Interaction free energy of His5 (solid lines), mutant1 (dashed lines, 12-ARG is replaced by a negative TYR) and mutant2 (circles, primary ARG-LYS patch is mutated to a neutral GLY) at pH 6 and 80 mM 1:1 salt solution.

Figure 6. Concentration profiles of mutant1 (top) and mutant2 (bottom) at pH 6 and 80 mM 1:1 salt solution as a function of the distance from the surface. Mutated amino acids are indicated by *. Circles show the most probable positions of residues relative to the surface.

Figure 7. Residual concentration profile in mM as a function of distance from the surface at pH 6, 7, and 8; in 80 mM and 150 mM 1:1 salt. White and black circles show the most probable
positions of residues relative to the surface predicted by MC and DFT, respectively.

Figure 8. Most probable positions of residues relative to the surface at 80 mM (full symbols) and 150 mM (open symbols).

Figure 9. Difference between the residual concentration profiles with and without charge regulation at pH 6 and 80 mM 1:1 salt solution. The most probable positions of residues with and without charge regulation are shown by black and white circles, respectively.

Figure 10. Properties of His5 as a function of the surface distance at 80 mM total ionic strength with and without divalent ions. See Table III for the concentration of divalent ions.

Figure 11. Concentration profiles of residues with explicit divalent ions at pH 6, 7 and 8 and 80 mM total ionic strength. Deprotonated HIS (red), calcium (yellow) and zinc (blue) ions are shown in the snapshots of His5 conformation on the surface.
Table I: Parameters in Equation 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter = Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n = 26</td>
<td>all residues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon = 0.05 , k_B T )</td>
<td>strength of LJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{ij} = (\sigma_i + \sigma_j)/2 )</td>
<td>LJ diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( = (4 - 8.2) , \text{Å} )</td>
<td>6.2 Å in average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{ij} )</td>
<td>center of mass distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>electron unit charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon_0 )</td>
<td>permittivity of vacuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon_r = 80 )</td>
<td>water dielectric constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_t = 20 )</td>
<td>titratable residues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_i )</td>
<td>charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \kappa^{-1} )</td>
<td>Debye length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T = 298 , \text{K} )</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_B )</td>
<td>Boltzmann’s constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_A )</td>
<td>Avogadro’s number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \xi_{\text{reg}} = {1, 0} , \text{(on/off)} )</td>
<td>charge regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_p )</td>
<td>protonated residues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{pK}_a = \text{see Table II} )</td>
<td>acid dissociation constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \xi_{\text{surf}} = {1, 0} , \text{(on/off)} )</td>
<td>G-C potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Phi_0 = \frac{2 k_B T}{q} , \sinh^{-1} \left( \sqrt{\frac{\rho (8 k_F c_0 \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r)}{\rho}} \right) )</td>
<td>potential at the surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho = -0.053 , \text{C/m}^2 )</td>
<td>surface charge density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_i )</td>
<td>distance to the surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_h = 0.76 , k_B T )</td>
<td>spring constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i )</td>
<td>bond length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_e = 4.9 , \text{Å} )</td>
<td>equilibrium bond length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_b = n - 1 )</td>
<td>number of bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon_{\text{Zn}} = 4.57 , k_B T )</td>
<td>strength of SR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_H )</td>
<td>number of HIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{\text{Zn-H}} = 2.4 , \text{Å} )</td>
<td>bound Zn(II)-HIS distance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II: Stoichiometric ($pK_a^*$) and intrinsic ($pK_a$) acid dissociation constants of residues at 0 mM, 80 mM and 150 mM 1:1 salt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue id</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
<td>NTR</td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>SER</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>ALA</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>GLY</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>LYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pK_a$</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pK_a^*(0$ mM)</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pK_a^*(80$ mM)</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pK_a^*(150$ mM)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NTR and CTR are abbreviations for N and C terminals, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue id</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>PHE</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>GLU</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>SER</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>GLY</td>
<td>TYR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pK_a$</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pK_a^*((0$ mM)</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pK_a^*((80$ mM)</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pK_a^*((150$ mM)</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III: Concentrations (mM) of explicit divalent and implicit monovalent ions and corresponding Debye lengths, $1/\kappa$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na$^+$</th>
<th>Cl$^-$</th>
<th>Ca$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Zn$^{2+}$</th>
<th>$\kappa$ (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>61.55</td>
<td>73.85</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>61.55</td>
<td>74.35</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Models in decreasing order of detail, left to right: Atomistic (MD), soft sphere amino acid bead model (MC), and hard sphere amino acid model (DFT).
Figure 2: Electrostatic and structural properties of His5 as a function of pH and 1:1 salt concentration calculated using MC (lines) and MD (symbols) simulations. The interval fenced by the dashed lines shows saliva conditions.

Figure 3: Net charge and interaction free energy of His5 as a function of distance from a surface with a charge density $\rho = -300 \text{ Å}^2 / e$ with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) charge regulation at pH 6 and pH 8 where the capacitance is maximized and minimized, respectively.
Figure 4: Residual concentration profile in mM as a function of the distance from the surface at pH 6 and 80 mM 1:1 salt. *Inset:* Radius of gyration and its components with (solid) and without (dashed) charge regulation. Circles indicate the most probable location of each residue relative to the surface and average bulk charges are shown in parentheses.

Figure 5: Interaction free energy of His5 (solid lines), mutant1 (dashed lines, 12-ARG is replaced by a negative TYR) and mutant2 (circles, primary ARG-lys patch is mutated to a neutral GLY) at pH 6 and 80 mM 1:1 salt solution.
Figure 6: Concentration profiles of mutant1 (top) and mutant2 (bottom) at pH 6 and 80 mM 1:1 salt solution as a function of the distance from the surface. Mutated amino acids are indicated by *. Circles show the most probable positions of residues relative to the surface.

Figure 7: Residual concentration profile in mM as a function of distance from the surface at pH 6, 7, and 8; in 80 mM and 150 mM 1:1 salt. White and black circles show the most probable positions of residues relative to the surface predicted by MC and DFT, respectively.
Figure 8: Most probable positions of residues relative to the surface at 80 mM (full symbols) and 150 mM (open symbols).

Figure 9: Difference between the residual concentration profiles with and without charge regulation at pH 6 and 80 mM 1:1 salt solution. The most probable positions of residues with and without charge regulation are shown by black and white circles, respectively.
Figure 10: Properties of His5 as a function of the surface distance at 80 mM total ionic strength with and without divalent ions. See Table III for the concentration of divalent ions.

Figure 11: Concentration profiles of residues with explicit divalent ions at pH 6, 7 and 8 and 80 mM total ionic strength. Deprotonated HIS (red), calcium (yellow) and zinc (blue) ions are shown in the snapshots of His5 conformation on the surface.